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10.1

INTRODUCTION

Pulse compression involves the transmission of a long coded pulse and the processing of the received echo to obtain a relatively narrow pulse. The increased
detection capability of a long-pulse radar system is achieved while retaining the
range resolution capability of a narrow-pulse system. Several advantages are obtained. Transmission of long pulses permits a more efficient use of the average
power capability of the radar. Generation of high peak power signals is avoided.
The average power of the radar may be increased without increasing the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) and, hence, decreasing the radar's unambiguous
range. An increased system resolving capability in doppler is also obtained as a
result of the use of the long pulse. In addition, the radar is less vulnerable to interfering signals that differ from the coded transmitted signal.
A long pulse may be generated from a narrow pulse. A narrow pulse contains
a large number of frequency components with a precise phase relationship between them. If the relative phases are changed by a phase-distorting filter, the
frequency components combine to produce a stretched, or expanded, pulse. This
expanded pulse is the pulse that is transmitted. The received echo is processed in
the receiver by a compression filter. The compression filter readjusts the relative
phases of the frequency components so that a narrow or compressed pulse is
again produced. The pulse compression ratio is the ratio of the width of the expanded pulse to that of the compressed pulse. The pulse compression ratio is also
equal to the product of the time duration and the spectral bandwidth (timebandwidth product) of the transmitted signal.
A pulse compression radar is a practical implementation of a matched-filter
system. The coded signal may be represented either as a frequency response
H(U) or as an impulse time response h(i) of a coding filter. In Fig. 10. Ia9 the
coded signal is obtained by exciting the coding filter //(<*>) with a unit impulse.
The received signal is fed to the matched filter, whose frequency response is the
complex conjugate #*(a>) of the coding filter. The output of the matched-filter
section is the compressed pulse, which is given by the inverse Fourier transform
of the product of the signal spectrum //(a>) and the matched-filter response //*(o>):
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FIG. 10.1 Pulse compression radar using (a) conjugate filters, (b) time inversion, and (c) correlation.
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The implementation of Fig. 10. Ia uses filters which are conjugates of each
other for the expansion and compression filters.
A filter is also matched to a signal if the signal is the complex conjugate of the
time inverse of the filter's response to a unit impulse. This is achieved by applying the time inverse of the received signal to the compression filter, as shown in
Fig. 10.Ib. Identical filters may be used for both expansion and compression, or
the same filter may be used for both expansion and compression with appropriate
switching between the transmitting and receiving functions. The output of this
matched filter is given by the convolution of the signal h(t) with the conjugate
impulse response h*(— t) of the matched filter:
OO
y(t) = fh(i)h*(t - T)^T
— 00

The matched filter results in a correlation of the received signal with the transmitted signal. Hence, correlation processing as shown in Fig. 10.Ic is equivalent
to matched filtering. In practice, multiple delays and correlators are used to cover
the total range interval of interest.
The output of the matched filter consists of the compressed pulse accompanied by responses at other ranges, called time or range sidelobes. Frequency
weighting of the output signals is usually employed to reduce these sidelobes.
This results in a mismatched condition and leads to a degradation of the signalto-noise output of the matched filter. In the presence of a doppler frequency shift,
a bank of matched filters is required, with each filter matched to a different frequency so as to cover the band of expected doppler frequencies.

70.2 FACTORSAFFECTINGCHOICEOFPULSE
COMPRESSION SYSTEM
The choice of a pulse compression system is dependent upon the type of
waveform selected and the method of generation and processing. The primary
factors influencing the selection of a particular waveform are usually the radar
requirements of range coverage, doppler coverage, range and doppler sidelobe
levels, waveform flexibility, interference rejection, and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The methods of implementation are divided into two general classes, active and passive, depending upon whether active or passive techniques are used
for generation and processing.
Active generation involves generating the waveform by phase or frequency
modulation of a carrier without the occurrence of an actual time expansion. An
example is digital phase control of a carrier. Passive generation involves exciting
a device or network with a short pulse to produce a time-expanded coded
waveform. An example is an expansion network composed of a surface-acousticwave (SAW) delay structure. Active processing involves mixing delayed replicas
of the transmitted signal with the received signal and is a correlation-processing

approach. Passive processing involves the use of a compression network that is
the conjugate of the expansion network and is a matched-filtering approach. Although a combination of active and passive techniques may be used in the same
radar system, most systems employ the same type for generation and processing;
e.g., a passive system uses both passive generation and passive processing.
The performance of common types of pulse compression systems is summarized in Table 10.1. The systems are compared on the assumption that information is extracted by processing a single waveform as opposed to multiple-pulse
processing. The symbols B and Tare used to denote, respectively, the bandwidth
and the time duration of the transmitted waveform. Ripple loss refers to the SNR
loss incurred in active systems because of the fluctuation or ripple in the SNR
that occurs as a target moves from range cell to range cell. Clutter rejection performance of a single waveform is evaluated on the basis of doppler response
rather than range resolution; pulse compression provides a means for realizing
increased range resolution and, hence, greater clutter rejection. In applications
where an insufficient doppler frequency shift occurs, range resolution is the chief
means for seeing a target in clutter.

10.3 LINEARFM
The linear-FM, or chirp, waveform is the easiest to generate. The compressedpulse shape and SNR are fairly insensitive to doppler shifts. Because of its great
popularity, more approaches for generating and processing linear FM have been
developed than for any other coded waveform.1 The major disadvantages are that
(1) it has excessive range-doppler cross coupling which introduces errors unless
either range or doppler is known or can be determined (i.e., a shift in doppler
causes an apparent change in range and vice versa); and (2) weighting is usually
required to reduce the time sidelobes of the compressed pulse to an acceptable
level. Time and frequency weighting are nearly equivalent for linear FM and
cause a 1 to 2 dB loss in SNR. Passive linear-FM generation and processing may
be used as in Fig. 10. Ia or b, where conjugate networks or a single network is
employed. Active linear-FM generation and processing may be used as in Fig.
10.Ic.

70.4 NONLlNEARFM
The nonlinear-FM waveform has attained little acceptance although it has several
distinct advantages. The nonlinear-FM waveform requires no time or frequency
weighting for range sidelobe suppression since the FM modulation of the
waveform is designed to provide the desired amplitude spectrum. Matched-filter
reception and low sidelobes become compatible in this design. Thus, the loss in
signal-to-noise ratio associated with weighting by the usual mismatching techniques is eliminated. If a symmetrical FM modulation is used with time weighting
to reduce the frequency sidelobes, the nonlinear-FM waveform will have a nearideal ambiguity function. A symmetrical waveform typically has a frequency that
increases (or decreases) with time during the first half of the pulse and decreases
(or increases) during the last half of the pulse. A nonsymmetrical waveform is
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FIG. 10.2 Nonlinear-FM waveforms with 40 dB Taylor weighting.

obtained by using one-half of a symmetrical waveform (Fig. 10.2). However, the
nonsymmetrical waveform retains some of the range-doppler cross coupling of
the linear-FM waveform.
The disadvantages of the nonlinear-FM waveform are (1) greater system complexity, (2) limited development of nonlinear-FM generation devices, and (3) the
necessity for a separate FM modulation design for each amplitude spectrum to
achieve the required sidelobe level. Because of the sharpness of the ambiguity
function, the nonlinear waveform is most useful in a tracking system where range
and doppler are approximately known.
To achieve a 40 dB Taylor time-sidelobe pattern, the frequency-versus-time
function of a nonsymmetrical transmitted pulse of bandwidth W is2
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For a symmetrical frequency-versus-time function based on the above waveform,
the first half (/ < 772) of the frequency-versus-time function will be the fit) given
above, with T replaced with 772. The last half (t > 772) of the frequency-versustime function will be the/(/) above, with T replaced with 772 and t replaced with
772 - /.

70.5

PULSECOMPRESSIONDEVICES

Major advances are continually being made in the devices used in pulse compression radars. Significant advances are evident in the digital and SAW techniques.

These two techniques allow the implementation of more exotic signal waveforms
such as nonlinear FM. The digital approach has blossomed because of the
manyfold increase in the computational speed and also because of the size reduction and the speed increase of the memory units. SAW technology has expanded
because of the invention of the interdigital transducer,3 which provides efficient
transformation of an electrical signal into acoustic energy and vice versa. In spite
of these advanced technologies, the most commonly used pulse compression
waveforms are still the linear-FM and the phase-coded signals. Improved techniques have enhanced the processing of these "old standby" waveforms.
Digital Pulse Compression. Digital pulse compression techniques are
routinely used for both the generation and the matched filtering of radar
waveforms. The digital generator uses a predefined phase-versus-time profile to
control the signal. This predefined profile may be stored in memory or be
digitally generated by using appropriate constants. The matched filter may be
implemented by using a digital correlator for any waveform or else a "stretch"
approach for a linear-FM waveform.
Digital pulse compression has distinct features that determine its acceptability
for a particular radar application. The major shortcoming of a digital approach is
that its technology is restricted in bandwidths under 100 MHz. Frequency multiplication combined with stretch processing would increase this bandwidth limitation. Digital matched filtering usually requires multiple overlapped processing
units for extended range coverage. The advantages of the digital approach are
that long-duration waveforms present no problem, the results are extremely stable under a wide variety of operating conditions, and the same implementation
could be used to handle multiple-waveform types.
Figure 10.3 shows the digital approach4 for generating the radar waveform.
This technique is normally used only for FM-type waveforms or polyphase-coded
waveforms. Biphase coding can be achieved in a simpler manner, as shown in
Sec. 10.6. The phase control element supplies digital samples of the in-phase
component / and the quadrature component Q1 which are converted to their analog equivalents. These phase samples may define the baseband components of
the desired waveform, or they may define the waveform components on a lowfrequency carrier. If the waveform is on a carrier, the balanced modulator is not
required and the filtered components would be added directly. The sample-andhold circuit is to remove the transients due to the nonzero transition time of the
digital-to-analog (DIA) converter. The low-pass filter smooths (or interpolates)
the analog signal components between waveform samples to provide the equivalent of a much higher waveform-sampling rate. The /(/) component modulates a 0°
carrier signal, and the Q(i) component modulates a 90° phase-shifted carrier signal. The desired waveform is the sum of the 0°-modulated carrier and the 90°modulated carrier. As mentioned earlier, when the digital phase samples include
the carrier component, the / and Q components are centered on this carrier freMRVEFORM
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quency and the low-pass filter can be replaced with a bandpass filter centered on
the carrier.
Digital waveform generators are very stable devices with a well-defined distortion. As a result, the generated waveform may be frequency-multiplied to
achieve a much wider waveform bandwidth. With multiplication, the distortion
components are increased in magnitude by the multiplication factor, and tighter
control of the distortion is required.
When a linear-FM waveform is desired, the phase samples follow a quadratic
pattern and can be generated by two cascaded digital integrators. The input digital command to the first integrator defines this quadratic phase function. The digital command to the second integrator is the output of the first integrator plus the
desired carrier frequency. This carrier may be defined by the initial value of the
first integrator. The desired initial phase of the waveform is the initial value of the
second integrator or else may be added to the second-integrator output.
Figure 10.4 illustrates two digital approaches to providing the matched filter
for a pulse compression waveform. These approaches provide only limited range
coverage, and overlapped processors are needed for all-range performance. Figure 10.4a shows a digital implementation of a correlation processor that will provide matched-filter performance for any radar waveform. Figure 10.4£ shows a
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FIG. 10.4 Digital matched filter, (a) Correlation processor, (b) Stretch processor.

stretch processor for a linear-FM waveform. The delayed waveform has a bandwidth that is equal to or somewhat less than the transmitted waveform and a
length that exceeds the duration of the transmitted waveform. This excess length
equals the range window coverage.
The digital correlation processor5 operates on the principle that the spectrum
of the time convolution of two waveforms is equal to the product of the spectrum
of these two signals. If M range samples are to be provided by one correlation
processor, the number of samples in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) must equal
M plus the number of samples in the reference waveform. These added M samples are filled with zeros in the reference waveform FFT. For extended range
coverage, repeated correlation processor operations are required with range delays of M samples between adjacent operations. This correlation processor can
be used with any waveform, and the reference waveform can be offset in doppler
to achieve a matched filter at this doppler.
A stretch processor6 can expand or contract the time scale of the compressedpulse waveform within any defined time window. This general technique can be
applied to any waveform, but it is much easier to use with a linear-FM waveform.
For any waveform other than linear FM, an all-range pulse expansion approach is
required in the received waveform path ahead of the mixer of Fig. 10.46. Time
contraction has not been applied to radar situations, as it requires an increased
bandwidth for the compressed pulse. The stretch processing consideration will be
restricted to time expansion of a linear-FM waveform.
Figure 10.46 shows the basic configuration of a time-expansion stretch processor for a linear-FM waveform. Let the received waveform be given by
em = A rectlr - ^) sin [2ir(/b + /</)(' ~ Tin) + mxin (/ - r in ) 2 + <|>]
\
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where rect (XlT) is a unit amplitude pulse of duration T for IAH ^ 772; jin, 7in,
and a in are the target time delay, the time pulse length, and the input frequency
slope, respectively. The delayed waveform generator output will be
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where the constants are the reference waveform equivalent of the received
waveform constants. The intermediate-frequency (IF) input to the pulse compressor can easily be shown to be
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The resultant waveform is a reduced-frequency-slope linear-FM waveform with a
target-range-dependent frequency offset riding on the doppler-shifted IF carrier
frequency. Note that the frequency slope of the received waveform will be modified by the target's velocity.
For the special case where the two frequency slopes are equal, the IF

waveform is a constant-frequency pulse with an offset of fd + a^ (T^ — Tin). A
spectrum analysis of this IF signal will yield the relative target range (TR — Tin)
information. This frequency offset (exclusive of the target doppler) can be rewritten as B (AT/7), where B is the transmitted waveform bandwidth and AJ is the
time separation between the two waveforms. If the waveform bandwidth is 1
GHz and the analyzer can process only a 10-MHz bandwidth, the range coverage
is restricted to under 1 percent of the transmitted waveform length. To increase
the range coverage, a wider processing bandwidth is required. This stretch approach allows the full range resolution of a wide-bandwidth waveform to be realized with a restricted bandwidth processor. Note that the duration of the reference waveform should exceed the duration of the received waveform by the
range processed interval, or else an SIN loss will occur.
A stretch processor with unequal-frequency-slope waveforms requires pulse
compression of the residual linear FM. A linear FM with a frequency slope of
ain - OR occurs at the target's range. This linear FM will be offset in frequency
by a^Ar. With the range-doppler coupling of the linear-FM waveform, the apparent range of this target will be
Tapp = ~ ORbTI(Oin ~ CLR)

This results in a time-expansion factor ofoR/(oin - aR) for the compressed pulse.
Again the range coverage capability of the system depends on the processing
bandwidth that can be implemented.
Surface-Wave Pulse Compression. A SAW pulse compression unit consists
of an input transducer and an output transducer mounted on a piezoelectric
substrate. These transducers are usually implemented as interdigital devices
which consist of a metal film deposited on the surface of the acoustic medium.
This metal film is made of fingers (see Fig. 10.5) that dictate the frequency
characteristic of the unit. The input transducer converts an electrical signal into
a sound wave with over 95 percent of the energy traveling along the surface of
the medium. The output transducer taps a portion of this surface sound wave
and converts it back into an electric signal.
The SAW device7"9 has unique features that dictate its usefulness for a given
radar application. The major shortcomings of the SAW approach are that the
waveform length is restricted to under 200 JJLS by the physical size of available
crystals and that each waveform requires another design. The advantages of the
SAW device are its compact size, the wide band widths that can be attained, the
ability to tailor the transducers to a particular waveform, the all-range coverage
of the device, and the low cost of reproducing a given design.
SAW pulse compression devices depend on the interdigital transducer finger
locations or else the surface-etched grating to determine its bandpass characteristic. Figure 10.5 shows three types of filter determination approaches. Figure
10.50 has a wideband input transducer and a frequency-selective (dispersive) output transducer. When an impulse is applied to the input, the output signal is initially a low frequency that increases (based on the output transducer finger spacings) at later portions of the pulse. This results in an up-chirp waveform which
would be a matched filter for a down-chirp transmitted waveform. In Figure
10.56, both the input transducer and the output transducer are dispersive. This
would result in the same impulse response as that of Fig. 10.50. For a given crystal length and material, the waveform duration for approaches in Fig. 10.5a and b
would be the same and is limited to the time that it takes an acoustic wave to
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traverse the crystal length. Figure 10.5c shows a reflection-array-compression
(RAC) approach10 which essentially doubles the achievable pulse length for the
same crystal length. In an RAC, the input and output transducers have a broad
bandwidth. A frequency-sensitive grating is etched on the crystal surface to reflect a portion of the surf ace-wave signal to the output transducer. This grating
coupling does not have a significant impact on the surface-wave energy. Except
for a 2:1 increase in the waveform duration, the impulse response of the RAC is
the same as for approaches in Fig. 10.5« and b. Thus, these three approaches
yield a similar impulse response.
Figure 10.6 shows a sketch of a SAW pulse compression device with dispersive input and output transducers. As the energy in a SAW device is concentrated in its surface wave, the SAW approach is much more efficient than bulkwave devices, where the wave travels through the crystal. The propagation
velocity of the surface wave is in the range of 1500 to 4000 m/s, depending on the
crystal material, and allows a large delay in a compact device. Acoustic absorber
material is required at the crystal edges to reduce the reflections and, hence, the
spurious responses. Figure 10.7 shows the limit that can be expected from an
SAW device and shows that bandwidths up to 1 GHz and delays up to 200 jxs are
achievable. The upper frequency limit depends on the accuracy that can be
achieved in the fabrication of the interdigital transducer. The SAW device must
provide a response that is centered on a carrier, as the lowest frequency of operation is about 20 MHz and is limited by the crystal. A matched-filter SAW
pulse compression device can use variable finger lengths to achieve frequency
weighting, and this internal weighting can correct for the Fresnel wiggles11 in the
FM spectrum. With this correction, 43 dB time-sidelobe levels can be achieved
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for a linear-FM waveform with a BT as low as 15. The dynamic range is limited to
under 80 dB by nonlinearities in the crystal material. The most common SAW
materials are quartz and lithium niobate.
Other Passive Linear-FM Devices. Table 10.2 summarizes the general
characteristics of several other passive devices that are used for linear-FM

TABLE 10.2

Characteristics of Passive Linear-FM Devices

B, MHz

Aluminum strip delay line
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Surface-wave delay line
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1
20
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40
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T, >xs
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500
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5
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25
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-60
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pulse compression. These passive devices fall into two broad classes: (1) bulk
ultrasonic devices in which an electrical signal is converted into a sonic wave
and propagates through the medium and (2) electrical devices that use the
dispersive characteristic of an electrical network. The main objectives in
designing and selecting a device are (1) a flat-amplitude characteristic over the
bandwidth B, (2) a linear delay slope with a differential delay T across the
bandwidth B, (3) minimum spurious responses and minimum distortion to
achieve low sidelobes, and (4) a low insertion loss.
In a bulk ultrasonic device the input electrical signal is transformed into an
acoustic wave, propagates through a medium at sonic speeds, and is then converted back to an electrical signal at the output. Since the wave propagates at
sonic speeds, longer delays are achieved than with an electrical device of comparable size. A major disadvantage of ultrasonic devices is that the transducers
required for coupling electrically to the acoustic medium are inefficient energy
converters and hence cause high insertion losses. The most common types of
bulk ultrasonic dispersive devices are (1) strip delay lines, (2) perpendicular diffraction delay lines, (3) wedge delay lines, and (4) yttrium iron garnet (YIG) crystals. The strip delay line and the YIG crystal depend on the dispersive nature of
the medium for their operation. The other two types use a nondispersive medium
and depend upon the diffraction characteristics of the input and output transducers for their operation; hence they are called grating-type delay lines.
A strip delay line12"15 is made of a long, thin strip of material with transducers
at opposite ends. Since the strips must be extremely thin (of the order of a few
milli-inches), metal is selected because of its ruggedness. Aluminum and steel are
the only metals that have found wide application. The dispersive strip delay line
uses the phenomenon that if acoustic energy is propagated through a medium as
a longitudinal wave, the medium exhibits a nearly linear delay-versus-frequency
characteristic over an appreciable frequency range. The strip width is not critical
as long as it is greater than 10 acoustic wavelengths. The thickness, however, is
very critical and must be about one-half of an acoustic wavelength at a frequency
equal to the center of the linear delay-versus-frequency characteristic. The length
of the strip is a linear function of the differential delay required, but the bandwidth is independent of length. The differential delay corresponds to the time

separation between the initial frequency and the final frequency of the waveform
and is usually equal to the expanded pulse width T.
Because the thickness is very critical and cannot be controlled adequately, the
stripline is placed in an oven whose temperature is adjusted to control the final
operating frequency. One side of the strip is treated with an absorbing material to
prevent reflections which could excite a wave that is not longitudinal and could
thus introduce spurious signals.
Aluminum strip delay lines have the lowest losses, but their center frequency
and bandwidth must be kept low. It is necessary to operate these lines below
about 5 MHz if differential delays of over 50 JJLS are required. Aluminum lines
have a midband delay of 7 to 10 jxs/in.
Steel strip delay lines have high losses but operate at higher center frequencies, permitting wider bandwidths. Steel lines have typical losses of 70 to 80 dB
and operating frequencies between 5 and 45 MHz. Steel lines have midband delays of 9 to 12 |xs/in.
The perpendicular diffraction delay line13'14'16 uses a nondispersive delay medium, such as quartz, with nonuniform input and output array transducers arranged on adjacent, perpendicular faces of the medium to produce the dispersion.
The array element spacings decrease with increasing distance from the vertex of
the right angle between the arrays. Thus only a positive slope of delay versus
frequency can be produced. The bandwidth of the device is dictated by the array
designs, and the delay is controlled by the size of the device. Errors in the array
spacings produce phase errors which generate amplitude ripples and delay
nonlinearities. Since many paths exist at a given frequency, these delay and amplitude errors tend to average out. Because of the averaging of the phase errors,
the best delay linearity is achieved when the maximum number of grating lines is
used. The center-frequency delay is limited to less than 75 JJLS for normal lines and
225 IJLS for polygonal lines because of limitations on the size of the quartz. In polygonal lines, the acoustic wave reflects off several reflecting faces in traveling
from the input to the output array.
The wedge-type dispersive delay line14 uses a wedge of quartz crystal and a
frequency-selective receiver array to produce a linear delay-versus-frequency
characteristic. The input transducer has a wide bandwidth, and the receivingarray elements are spaced in a quadratic manner. Reversal of the spacing of the
output-array elements will change the output from an up-chirp waveform to a
down-chirp waveform. The delay slope is dependent on the output-array configuration and the wedge angle. This device is fairly sensitive to grating phase errors
since there is only one delay path per frequency.
YIG crystals15'17 provide a dispersive microwave delay. YIG devices do not
have a linear delay-versus-frequency characteristic, but their delay characteristic
is very repeatable. The crystals require an external magnetic field, and the bandwidth and center frequency increase with the field strength. The delay of a YIG is
determined by the crystal length. The maximum crystal length is limited to about
1.5 cm, corresponding to a delay of about 10 jxs.
In the electrical-network class of linear-FM waveform generators, a signal is
passed through an electrical delay network designed to have a linear delayversus-frequency characteristic. The most common electrical networks that are
used to generate linear-FM waveforms are (1) all-pass networks, (2) folded-tape
meander lines, and (3) waveguide operated near its cutoff frequency. The all-pass
network is a low-frequency device that uses lumped constant elements. The other
two networks operate at very high frequencies and depend upon distributed parameters for delay.

An all-pass time-delay network18'19 is ideally a four-terminal lattice network
with constant gain at all frequencies and a phase shift that varies with the square
of the frequency to yield a constant delay slope. The networks have equal input
and output impedances so that several networks can be cascaded to increase the
differential delay.
The folded-tape meander line20 is the UHF or microwave analog of the lowfrequency, all-pass network. A meander line consists of a thin conducting tape
extending back and forth midway between two ground planes. The space between tape meanders and between the tape and the ground plane is filled with
dielectric material. The center frequency of a meander loop is the frequency at
which the tape length is X/4. The time delay per meander loop is a function of the
dimensions of the loop and the distance from the ground plane. To achieve a linear delay-versus-frequency curve, several loops with staggered delay characteristics are used in series. The number of meander loops required is greater than
£AJ.
Other microwave dispersive networks include a waveguide operated near its
cutoff frequency and stripline all-pass networks. If a section of rectangular
waveguide is operated above its cutoff frequency, the time delay through the
waveguide decreases with frequency. Over a limited frequency band, delay is a
linear function of frequency. The usable frequency band and the delay linearity
are significantly improved by employing a tapered-waveguide structure. Since
stripline all-pass networks are microwave counterparts of the low-frequency allpass networks, the synthesis of these networks is usually based on the lowfrequency approach.
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator. A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is a
frequency generation device in which the frequency varies with an applied
voltage. Ideally, the frequency is a linear function of the applied voltage, but
most devices have a linearity error of over 1 percent. If a linear voltage ramp is
applied to an ideal VCO, a linear-FM waveform is generated. A linear voltage
ramp can be generated by applying a voltage step to an analog integrator. The
integrator must be reset at the end of the generated pulse. If the VCO has a
defined nonlinearity characteristic, the voltage into the integrator can be varied
during the pulse so that the voltage ramp compensates for the VCO
nonlinearity. Precompensation of this type is often employed. The characteristics of several common VCO devices are given in Table 10.3. The
frequency-versus-voltage characteristic of the backward-wave oscillator is
exponential; all the others have a linear characteristic. If coherent operation of
the VCO is required, the output signal must be phased-locked to a coherent
reference signal.

10.6

PHASE-CODED WAVEFORMS

Phase-coded waveforms differ from FM waveforms in that the pulse is subdivided into a number of subpulses. The subpulses are of equal duration, and each
has a particular phase. The phase of each subpulse is selected in accordance with
a given code sequence. The most widely used phase-coded waveform employs
two phases and is called binary, or biphase, coding. The binary code consists of
a sequence of either Os and Is or +Is and —Is. The phase of the transmitted signal alternates between 0° and 180° in accordance with the sequence of elements,

TABLE 10.3 Characteristics of VCO Devices

VCO device
LC oscillator
Crystal oscillator
Three-terminal gallium
arsenide oscillator
Voltage-tunable
magnetron
Backward-wave oscillator

Center-frequency
range

Maximum
frequency deviation as percent
of center
frequency, %

Maximum
linearity as
percent of
deviation, %

Maximum
center-frequency
stability

± 15
± 0.25
± 2

±0.5
±1
±2

100 to 10,000 MHz

± 50

±1

±0.2%

2 to 18 GHz

± 20

±0.3*

±0.2%

Up to 50 MHz
100 kHz to 300 MHz
60 to 2500 MHz

*Deviation from an exponential frequency-versus-voltage curve.

Comments

± 10 to ±100ppm
± 1 to ±10ppm
±1%
Requires anodevoltage-control
range of 750 to
3000 V.
Requires helixvoltage-control
range of 400 to
1500 V.

Os and Is or +Is and -Is, in the phase code, as shown in Fig. 10.8. Since the
transmitted frequency is not usually a multiple of the reciprocal of the subpulse
width, the coded signal is generally discontinuous at the phase-reversal points.

TIME

TIME
FIG. 10.8 Binary phase-coded signal.

Upon reception, the compressed pulse is obtained by either matched filtering
or correlation processing. The width of the compressed pulse at the halfamplitude point is nominally equal to the subpulse width. The range resolution is
hence proportional to the time duration of one element of the code. The compression ratio is equal to the number of subpulses in the waveform, i.e., the number of elements in the code.
Optimal Binary Sequences. Optimal binary sequences are binary sequences
whose peak sidelobe of the aperiodic autocorrelation function (see Fig. 10.106
below) is the minimum possible for a given code length. Codes whose
autocorrelation function, or zero-doppler responses, exhibit low sidelobes are
desirable for pulse compression radars. Responses due to moving targets will
differ from the zero-doppler response. However, with proper waveform design
the doppler/bandwidth ratio can usually be minimized so that good doppler
response is obtained over the target velocities of interest. The range-doppler
response, or ambiguity diagram, over this velocity region then approximates
the autocorrelation function.
Barker Codes. A special class of binary codes is the Barker21 codes. The
peak of the autocorrelation function is N9 and the magnitude of the minimum
peak sidelobe is 1, where N is the number of subpulses or length of the code.
Only a small number of these codes exist. All the known Barker codes are listed
in Table 10.4 and are the codes which have a minimum peak sidelobe of 1. These
codes would be ideal for pulse compression radars if longer lengths were available. However, no Barker codes greater than 13 have been found to exist.22"24 A
pulse compression radar using these Barker codes would be limited to a maximum compression ratio of 13.
Allomorphic Forms. A binary code may be represented in any one of four
allomorphic forms, all of which have the same correlation characteristics. These
forms are the code itself, the inverted code (the code written in reverse order),
the complemented code (Is changed to Os and Os to Is), and the inverted complemented code. The number of codes listed in Table 10.4 is the number of codes,
not including the allomorphic forms, which have the same minimum peak
sidelobe. For example, the following 7-bit Barker codes all have the same

TABLE 10.4

Optimal Binary Codes

Length of
code N

Magnitude of
minimum
peak sidelobe

No. of
codes

Code
(octal notation*
for N > 13)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
1
2
1
8
1
16
20
10
1
32
1
18
26
20
8
4
2
6
6
756
1021
1716
2
484
774
4
561
172
502
844
278
102
222
322
110
34
60
114

11,10
110
1101,1110
11101
110100
1110010
10110001
110101100
1110011010
11100010010
110100100011
1111100110101
36324
74665
141335
265014
467412
1610445
3731261
5204154
11273014
32511437
44650367
163402511
262704136
624213647
1111240347
3061240333
6162500266
16665201630
37233244307
55524037163
144771604524
223352204341
526311337707
1232767305704
2251232160063
4516642774561
14727057244044

*Each octal digit represents three binary digits:
0
1
2
3

000
001
010
Oil

4
5
6
7

100
101
110
111

autocorrelation peak value and the same minimum peak sidelobe magnitude:
1110010, 0100111, 0001101, 1011000. For symmetrical codes, the code and its inverse are identical.
Other Optimal Codes. Table 10.4 lists the total number of optimal binary
codes for all N up through 40 and gives one of the codes for each N. As an example, the minimum peak sidelobe for a 19-bit code is 2. There are two codes
having this minimum peak sidelobe, one of which is 1610445 = 1 110 001 000 100
100 101. Computer searches are generally used to find optimal codes.25 However,
the search time becomes excessively long as N increases, and recourse is often
made to using other sequences which may not be optimal but possess desirable
correlation characteristics.
Maximal-Length Sequences. The maximal-length sequences are of particular
interest. They are the maximum-length sequences that can be obtained from
linear-feedback shift-register generators. They have a structure similar to
random sequences and therefore possess desirable autocorrelation functions.
They are often called pseudorandom (PR) or pseudonoise (PN) sequences. A
typical shift-register generator is shown in Fig. 10.9. The n stages of the shift
register are initially set to all Is or to combinations of Os and Is. The special
case of all Os is not allowed, since this results in an all-zero sequence. The
outputs from specific individual stages of the shift register are summed by
modulo-2 addition to form the input.
Modulo-2 addition depends only on
MOD 2
the number of Is being added. If the
ADDER
number of Is is odd, the sum is 1;
otherwise, the sum is O. The shift
register is pulsed at the clock-frequency, or shift-frequency, rate. The
OUTPUT
output of any stage is then a binary FIG. 10.9 Shift-register generator.
sequence. When the feedback connections are properly chosen, the output
is a sequence of maximal length. This is the maximum length of a sequence of
Is and Os that can be formed before the sequence is repeated.
The length of the maximal sequence is N = 2n — 1, where n is the number of
stages in the shift-register generator. The total number M of maximum-length sequences that may be obtained from an n-stage generator is
M=

Vl-I)
n \ Pi/

where p{ are the prime factors of N. The fact that a number of different sequences
exist for a given value of n is important for applications where different sequences of the same length are required.
The feedback connections that provide the maximal-length sequences may be
determined from a study of primitive and irreducible polynomials. An extensive
list of these polynomials is given by Peterson and Weldon.26
Table 10.5 lists the length and number of maximal-length sequences obtainable
from shift-register generators consisting of various numbers of stages. A feedback connection for generating one of the maximal-length sequences is also given
for each. For a seven-stage generator, the modulo-2 sum of stages 6 and 7 is fed
back to the input. For an eight-stage generator, the modulo-2 sum of stages 4, 5,
6, and 8 is fed back to the input. The length N of the maximal-length sequence is

TABLE 10.5 Maximal-Length Sequences

Number of
stages, n

N

Number of
maximal
sequences,
M

Feedback-stage
connections

3
7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1,023
2,047
4,095
8,191
16,383
32,767
65,535
131,071
262,143
524,287
1,048,575

1
2
2
6
6
18
16
48
60
176
144
630
756
1,800
2,048
7,710
7,776
27,594
24,000

2,1
3,2
4,3
5,3
6,5
7,6
8,6,5,4
9,5
10,7
11,9
12,11,8,6
13,12,10,9
14,13,8,4
15,14
16,15,13,4
17,14
18,11
19,18,17,14
20,17

Length of
maximal sequence,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

equal to the number of subpulses in the sequence and is also equal to the timebandwidth product of the radar system. Large time-bandwidth products can be
obtained from registers having a small number of stages. The bandwidth of the
system is determined by the clock rate. Changing both the clock rate and the
feedback connections permits the generation of waveforms of various pulse
lengths, bandwidths, and time-bandwidth products. The number of zero crossings, i.e., transitions from 1 to O or from O to 1, in a maximal-length sequence is
2"-1.
Periodic waveforms are obtained when the shift-register generator is left in
continuous operation. They are sometimes used in CW radars. Aperiodic
waveforms are obtained when the generator output is truncated after one complete sequence. They are often used in pulsed radars. The autocorrelation functions for these two cases differ with respect to the sidelobe structure. Figure
10.10 gives the autocorrelation functions for the periodic and aperiodic cases for
a typical 15-element maximal-length code obtained from a four-stage shiftregister generator. The sidelobe level for the periodic case is constant at a value
of — 1. The periodic autocorrelation function is repetitive with a period of NT and

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10.10 Autocorrelation functions for (a) the periodic case and (b) the aperiodic case.

a peak value of N9 where N is the number of subpulses in the sequence and T is
the time duration of each subpulse. Hence the peak-sidelobe-voltage ratio is
AT1.
For the aperiodic case, the average sidelobe level along the time axis is -1A.
The sidelobe structure of each half of the autocorrelation function has odd symmetry about this value. The periodic autocorrelation function may be viewed
as being constructed by the superposition of successive aperiodic autocorrelation functions, each displaced in time by AfT units. The odd symmetry
exhibited by the aperiodic function causes the sidelobe structure for the periodic function to have a constant value of — 1. When the periodic waveform is
truncated to one complete sequence, this constant sidelobe property is destroyed. For large N the peak-sidelobe-voltage ratio is approximately AT"172
for the aperiodic case.
Maximal-length sequences have characteristics which approach the three randomness characteristics ascribed to truly random sequences,27 namely, that
(1) the number of Is is approximately equal to the number of Os; (2) runs of
consecutive Is and Os occur with about half of the runs having a length of 1, a
quarter of length 2, an eighth of length 3, etc.; and (3) the autocorrelation
function is thumbtack in nature, i.e., peaked at the center and approaching
zero elsewhere. Maximal-length sequences are of odd length. In many radar
systems it is desirable to use sequence lengths of some power of 2. A common
procedure is to insert an extra O in a maximal-length sequence. This degrades
the autocorrelation function sidelobes somewhat. An examination of sequences with an inserted O will yield the sequence with the best autocorrelation characteristics.
Quadratic Residue Sequences. Quadratic residue (p. 254 of Ref. 26), or
Legendre, sequences offer a greater selection of code lengths than are available
from maximal-length sequences. Quadratic residue sequences satisfy two of the
randomness characteristics: the periodic autocorrelation function is as shown in
Fig. 10.100 having a peak of N and a uniform sidelobe level of —1, and the
number of Is is approximately the same as the number of Os.
A quadratic residue sequence of length N exists if N = 4t — 1, with N a prime
and t any integer. The code elements air for i = O, 1, 2,..., N — 1 are 1 if i is a quadratic residue modulo N and -1 otherwise. Quadratic residues are the remainders
where x2 is reduced modulo N for x = 1, 2,..., (N - 1)12. As an example, the quadratic residues for N = 11 are 1, 3, 4, 5, 9. Hence the code elements af for i = 1,3,
4, 5, 9 are 1, and the sequence is —1, 1, —1, 1, 1, 1, -1, —1, -1, 1, —1, or
10100011101. The periodic autocorrelation function of this sequence has a peak of 11
and a uniform sidelobe level of — 1. Also, the numbers of Is and Os are approximately
equal; the number of Is is one more than the number of Os.
Complementary Sequences. Complementary sequences consist of two
sequences of the same length N whose aperiodic autocorrelation functions have
sidelobes equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. The sum of the two autocorrelation
functions has a peak of 2N and a sidelobe level of zero. Figure 10.11 shows the
individual autocorrelation functions of the complementary sequences for length 26
and also the sum of the two autocorrelation functions. Golay28'29 and Hollis30 discuss
general methods for forming complementary codes. In general, N must be an even
number and the sum of two squares. In a practical application, the two sequences
must be separated in time, frequency, or polarization, which results in decorrelation
of radar returns so that complete sidelobe cancellation may not occur. Hence they
have not been widely used in pulse compression radars.

N-26

Code-l1100111010000010110010000

N-26
Code-00011000101101010110010000

2N-52

FIG. 10.11 Complementary-code aperiodic autocorrelation function.

Implementation of Biphase-Coded Systems. Digital implementation is
generally used to perform the pulse compression operation in biphase-coded
systems. A block diagram of a digital pulse compression system is given in Fig.
10.12. The code generator generates the binary sequence, which is sent to the
RF modulator and transmitter and to the correlators. Received IF signals are
passed through a bandpass filter matched to the subpulse width and are
demodulated by / and Q phase detectors. The / and Q detectors compare the
phase of the received IF signal with the phase of a local-oscillator (LO) signal
at the same IF frequency. The LO signal is also used in the RF modulator to

CODE
GENERRTOR

X

det

TO RF HODULRTOR RNO
TRRNSMITTER

CORRELRTOR

SQURRER

IN-PHRSE CHRNNEL

RECEIVED
SIGNRLS
RT IF

SUBPULSE
FILTER

QURDRRTURE CHRNNEL

Q

d.t

Phase of transmitted
binary element with
respect to LO

CORRELRTOR

SQURRER

Typical phase of received
binary element with
respect to LO

FIG. 10.12 Digital pulse compression for phase-coded signals.

generate the biphase-modulated transmitted signal. The phase of each
transmitted binary element is 0° or 180° with respect to the LO signal. The
phase of the received signal with respect to the LO signal, however, is shifted
by an amount depending upon the target's range and velocity. Two processing
channels are used, one which recovers the in-phase components of the received
signal and the other which recovers the quadrature components. These signals
are converted to digital form by analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, correlated
with the stored binary sequence and combined, e.g., by the square root of the
sum of the squares. A processing system of this type, which contains an inphase and quadrature channel and two matched filters or correlators, is called a
homodyne or zero IF system. There is an average loss in signal-to-noise ratio
of 3 dB if only one channel is implemented instead of both / and Q channels.
Each correlator may actually consist of several correlators, one for each
quantization bit of the digitized signal.
Two methods of implementing the correlators are shown in Fig. 10.13. Fig-

ure 10.130 shows a fixed reference correlator; i.e., only one binary sequence is
used. The received input sequence is continuously clocked into a shift register
whose number of stages is equal to the number of elements in the sequence. The
output of each stage is multiplied by weight ai9 which is either +1 or — 1 in accordance with the reference sequence. The summation circuit provides the output correlation function or compressed pulse.
Figure 10.136 shows an implementation where the reference may be changed
for each transmitted pulse. The transmitted reference sequence is fed into the reference shift register. The received input sequence is continuously clocked into
the signal shift register. In each clock period the comparison counter forms the
sum of the matches minus the sum of the mismatches between corresponding
stages of the two shift registers, which is the output correlation function. In some
systems, only the sum of the matches is counted and an offset of -M2 is added
to the sum.
Doppler Correction. In many applications the effect of doppler is negligible
over the expanded pulse length, and no doppler correction or compensation is
required. These applications transmit a short-duration phase-coded pulse, and
SHIFT REGISTER
INPUT
SEQUENCE

CORRELRTION FUNCTION

U)

REFERENCE SR
REFERENCE
SEQUENCE

COMPflRISON COUNTER

INPUT
SEQUENCE
SIGNRL SR
(b)
FIG. 10.13 Digital correlation with (a) fixed and (b) variable references.

CORRELRTION
FUNCTION

the phase shift due to doppler over each expanded pulse width is negligible.
Pulse compression is performed on each pulse. When the doppler shift over the
expanded pulse width is not negligible, multiple doppler channels are required
to minimize the loss in SNR. The received signals may be mixed with multiple
LO signals (see Fig. 10.12), each offset in frequency by an amount corresponding to a doppler resolution element which is the reciprocal of the
expanded pulse length. The processing following the subpulse filter in Fig.
10.12 is then duplicated for each doppler channel.
An alternative technique is to use a single LO signal and single-bit AfD converters in Fig. 10.12. Doppler compensation is performed on the outputs of the
AJD converters prior to the correlators. This doppler compensation is in the form
of inverting data bits, i.e., changing Is to Os and Os to Is, at time intervals corresponding to 180° phase shifts of the doppler frequency. As an example, the first
doppler channel corresponds to a doppler frequency which results in a 360° phase
shift over the pulse width. The bits are inverted after every half pulse width and
remain inverted for a half pulse width. Bit inversion occurs at intervals of a quarter pulse width for the second doppler channel, an eighth pulse width for the third
doppler channel, etc. Negative doppler frequency channels are handled in the
same manner as for positive doppler frequency channels, but bits that were inverted in the corresponding positive channel are not inverted in the negative
channel, and bits that were not inverted in the positive channel are inverted in the
negative channel. No bit inversion occurs in the zero doppler channel. Each
doppler channel consists of the single-bit / and Q correlators and the combiner,
e.g., square root of the sum of the squares. After initial detection occurs, linear
doppler processing may then be used to reduce the SNR loss. For example, the
LO signal in Fig. 10.12 would then correspond to the doppler which resulted in
the initial detection, and full A/D conversion is used. Some radar systems use
long-duration pulses with single-bit doppler compensation to obtain initial detection
and then switch to shorter-duration pulses which require no doppler compensation.
Polyphase Codes. Waveforms consisting of more than two phases may also be
used.31' The phases of the subpulses alternate among multiple values rather than
just the 0° and 180° of binary phase codes. The Frank polyphase codes33 derive the
sequence of phases for the subpulses by using a matrix technique. The phase
sequence can be written as <|>M = 2m(n - I)//*2, where P is the number of phases,
n = O, 1, 2,..., P2 - 1, and / = n modulo P. For a three-phase code, P = 3, and
the sequence is O, O, O, O, 2ir/3, 4W3, O, 4W3, 2ir/3.
The autocorrelation function for the periodic sequence has time sidelobes of
zero. For the aperiodic sequence, the time sidelobes are greater than zero. As P
increases, the peak-sidelobe-voltage ratio approaches (irP)"1. This corresponds
to approximately a 10 dB improvement over pseudorandom sequences of similar
length. The ambiguity response over the range-doppler plane grossly resembles
the ridgelike characteristics associated with linear-FM waveforms, as contrasted
with the thumbtack characteristic of pseudorandom sequences. However, for
small ratios of doppler frequency to radar bandwidth, good doppler response can
be obtained for reasonable target velocities.
Lewis and Kretschmer34 have rearranged the phase sequence to reduce the
degradation that may occur by receiver band limiting prior to pulse compression.
The rearranged phase sequence is
4>,, = f [ l - / > + ^]

forPodd

*"= ^P(P ~ l " 2/)r " l ~ ^ V j

for p even

where P, n, and i are as defined above for the Frank code. For P = 3, the phase
sequence is O, -2ir/3, -4ir/3, O, O, O, O, 2ir/3, 4W3.
Generation and processing of polyphase waveforms use techniques similar to
those for the FM waveforms of Sec. 10.5.

10.7

TIME-FREQUENCY-CODEDWAVEFORMS

A time-frequency-coded waveform (Fig. 10.14) consists of a train of N pulses
with each pulse transmitted at a different frequency. The ambiguity response for
a periodic waveform of this type consists of a central spike plus multiple spikes or
ridges displaced in time and frequency. The objective is to create a highresolution, thumbtacklike central spike with a clear area around it; measurement
is then performed on the high-resolution central spike. The range resolution or
compressed pulse width is determined by the total bandwidth of all the pulses,
and the doppler resolution is determined by the waveform duration T. For example, a typical waveform in this class has N contiguous pulses of width T, whose
spectra of width I/T are placed side by side in frequency to eliminate gaps in the
composite spectrum. Since the waveform bandwidth is now MT, the nominal
compressed-pulse width is r/Af. Relationships are summarized in Table 10.6.

FIG. 10.14 Time-frequency-coded waveform.

TABLE 10.6 N Pulses Contiguous in Time and Frequency
Waveform duration, T
Waveform bandwidth, B
Time-bandwidth product, TB
Compressed pulse width, l/B

NT
MT
N2
T/N = TIN2

Shaping of the high-resolution central spike area as well as the gross structure
of the ambiguity surface can be accomplished by variations of the basic
waveform parameters such as amplitude weighting of the pulse train, staggering

of the pulse repetition interval, and frequency or phase coding of the individual
pulses.35

10.8

WEIGHTINGANDEQUALIZATION

The process of shaping the compressed-pulse waveform by adjustment of the amplitude of the frequency spectrum is known as frequency weighting. The process
of shaping the doppler response by control of the waveform envelope shape is
called time weighting. The primary objective of weighting in either domain is to
reduce sidelobes in the other domain. Sidelobes can severely limit resolution
when the relative magnitudes of received signals are large.
Paired Echoes and Weighting. A description of the weighting process is
facilitated by the application of paired-echo theory.36"39 The first seven entries
in Table 10.7 provide a step-by-step development of Fourier transforms useful
in frequency and time weighting, starting with a basic transform pair. The last
entry pertains to phase-distortion echoes. The spectrum G(/) of the time
function g(t) is assumed to have negligible energy outside the frequency
interval -BII to +5/2, where B is the bandwidth in hertz. The transform pairs
of Table 10.7 are interpreted as follows:
Pair 1. Cosinusoidal amplitude variation over the passband creates symmetrical paired echoes in the time domain in addition to the main signal g(t\ whose
shape is uniquely determined by G(/). The echoes are replicas of the main signal,
delayed and advanced from it by nlB s and scaled in amplitude by aJ2.
Pair 2. The rectangular frequency function W0(f), that is, uniform weighting
over the band, leads to a (sin x)lx time function wQ(t) with high-level sidelobes,
which can be objectionable in some cases. A normalized logarithmic plot of the
magnitude of this time function is shown by curve A in Fig. 10.15. (All functions
illustrated are symmetrical about t = 0.) The sidelobe adjacent to the main lobe
has a magnitude of —13.2 dB with respect to the main-lobe peak. The sidelobe
falloff rate is very slow.
Pair 3. Taper is applied by introducing one amplitude ripple (n = 1) in the frequency domain to form W1(J). By pairs 1 and 2, the time function is the
superposition of the three time-displaced and weighted (sin x)/x functions.39 Low
time sidelobes are attainable in the resultant function W1(O by the proper choice
of the coefficient F1. In particular, F1 = 0.426 corresponds to Hamming
weighting40"42 and to the time function whose magnitude is represented by the
solid curve B in Fig. 10.15.
Pair 4. The frequency-weighting function includes a Fourier series of n — 1
cosine terms, where the selection of n is determined by the required compressed
pulse width and the desired sidelobe falloff. By pairs 1 and 2, the time function
includes the superposition of 2(n — 1) echoes that occur in n — 1 symmetrical
pairs. If the coefficients Fm are selected to specify the Taylor weighting
function39'42'43 WTay(/), the corresponding resultant time function wTay(0 exhibits good resolution characteristics by the criterion of small main-lobe width for a
specified sidelobe level. Taylor coefficients chosen for a -40 dB sidelobe level,
with n selected as 6, lead to the main-sidelobe structure indicated by curve C of
Fig. 10.15.

TABLE 10.7 Paired-Echo and Weighting Transforms

r00
g(t)=JG(f)exp(j27rft)df
— 00

PAIRED ECHOES:

-co
G(f)= Jg(t)exp(-j27rft)dt
-co

n AMPLITUDE RIPPLES:

(REFS. 36-39)
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(REFS. 39-42)

Pairs 5 to 7. The duality theorem 5 permits the interchange of time and frequency functions in each of the preceding pairs. Functions may be interchanged
if the sign of the parameter t is reversed. Examples are pairs 6 and 7 obtainable
from pairs 2 and 4 with the substitution of T s for B Hz. Taylor time weighting is
applied in pair 7 to achieve good frequency resolution when the coefficients are
selected for a specified sidelobe level.
Pair 8. Similarly to the amplitude variations of pair 1, sinusoidal phase variation over the passband creates symmetrical paired echoes in the time domain in
addition to the main signal g(t). The echoes are replicas of the main signal, de-

TABLE 10.7 Paired-Echo and Weighting Transforms (Continued)

TAYLOR WEIGHTING'-

(REFS. 39,42,43)
DUALITY THEOREM".

PAIRED ECHOES:

n PHASE RIPPLES:

layed and advanced from it by nlB s, scaled in amplitude by bn!2, and opposite in
polarity.
Comparison of Weighting Functions. The performance achieved with
various frequency-weighting functions is summarized in Table 10.8. With a
change in parameter, the table also applies to time weighting (or weighting of
the aperture distribution of an antenna). Pedestal height H is defined in all
cases as the weighting-function amplitude at the band edge (f = ±B/2) when
the function has been normalized to unit amplitude at the band center (f = O).
The loss in the signal-to-noise ratio is based on the assumption that the
transmitted amplitude spectrum is rectangular.
Item 1, uniform weighting, thus provides matched-filter operation with no

A,UNIFORM WEIGHTING

RELATIVE AMPLITUDE

B 7 HAMMING WEIGHTING

C, 4OdB
TAYLOR WEIGHTING(O=6)

NORMALIZED TIME Bt
FIG. 10.15 Comparison of compressed-pulse shapes for three frequencyweighting functions.

SNR loss. Weighting in other cases is applied by a mismatch of the receiver
amplitude characteristic. Item 2, Dolph-Chebyshev44 weighting, is optimum in
the sense of producing the minimum main-lobe width for a specified sidelobe
level. However, the Dolph-Chebyshev function is physically unrealizable39'41'42 for the continuous spectra under discussion. Item 3, Taylor
weighting, provides a realizable approximation to Dolph-Chebyshev weighting. Time sidelobes have little decay in the region B\t\ \ n - 1 but decay at 6
dB per octave when B\t\ h n. Item 4, cosine-squared-plus-pedestal weighting,
becomes equivalent, after normalization and use of a trigonometric identity,
to the weighting function W1(J) of pair 3 in Table 10.7. The normalized pedestal height H is related to the taper coefficient F1 by H = (1 - 2F1)/
(1 + 2F1). The Hamming function produces the lowest sidelobe level attainable under category 4 of Table 10.8. Item 4b, 3:1 taper ratio (that is, UH = 3),
is analogous to a typical antenna distribution with power tapering to about 10
percent at the aperture edges.45 Cosine-squared weighting without pedestal

TABLE 10.8 Performance for Various Frequency-Weighting Functions

Weighting
function

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Uniform
Dolph-Chebyshev
Taylor (n = 8)
Cosine-squared plus
pedestal:^ + (1 - H)
cos2 (ir/75)
a. Hamming
b. 3:1 "taper ratio"
cos2 (ir/75)
cos3 (ir/75)
COS4 (TT/75)

Triangular: 1 - 21/1/5

Pedestal
height
H,%

SNR
loss,
dB

Main-lobe
width,
-3dB

Peak
sidelobe
level,
dB

Far
sidelobe
falloff

100

O

11

1.14

0.886/5
1.2/5
1.25/5

-13.2
-40
-40

6 dB/octave
No decay
6 dB*/octave

8
33.3
O
O
O
O

1.34
0.55
1.76
2.38
2.88
1.25

.33/5
.09/5
.46/5
.66/5
.94/5
.27/5

-42.8
-25.7
-31.7
-39.1
-47
-26.4

6 dB/octave
6 dB/octave
18 dB/octave
24 dB/octave
30 dB/octave
12 dB/octave

*In the region 11\ h 8/B.

(H = O, F1 = 1/2), listed as item 5, achieves a faster decay in far-off sidelobes
and may simplify implementation. Entries 6 to 8 are of interest primarily because of the sidelobe falloff rate. The falloff rate can be shown to be related to
the manner in which the
frequency function and its derivatives behave at cutoff points,/= ±J0/2.46'47
Taylor versus Cosine-Squared-Plus-Pedestal Weighting. Figure 10.160 plots
the taper coefficient F1 and pedestal height H versus the peak sidelobe level for
cosine-squared-plus-pedestal weighting. Table 10.9 lists Taylor coefficients
Fm
and main-lobe widths for various sidelobe levels and selections of n.48 The
table illustrates that, for low design sidelobe levels, F1 is much greater than
IFml when m > 1, indicating that Taylor weighting is closely approximated by
the cosine-squared-plus-pedestal taper. A larger value of F1 is required,
however, in the latter case to yield the same sidelobe level. F1 = 0.426
(H = 0.08), corresponding to Hamming weighting, produces the lowest level,
-42.8 dB, attainable with this function. As indicated in Fig. 10.16a, larger
values of F1(^T < 0.08) increase the sidelobe level. For a given peak sidelobe
level, Taylor weighting offers theoretical advantages in pulse width and SNR
performance, as illustrated in Fig. 10.166 and c.
Taylor Weighting with Linear FM. The spectrum of a linear-FM pulse with
a rectangular time envelope is not exactly rectangular in amplitude, nor 2is39its
phase exactly matched by the linear group delay of the compression filter. ' '42
The discrepancy is particularly severe for small time-bandwidth products.
Therefore, the use of 40 dB Taylor weighting based on a simplified model
which assumes a rectangular amplitude spectrum and a parabolic phase
spectrum (that can be matched by the linear group delay) fails to achieve a
—40 dB sidelobe level. Further degradation results when there is a doppler
shift. Figure 10.17 plots the peak sidelobe level versus the target's doppler

PEDESTAL HEIGHT H (percent)

TAPER COEFFICIENT F1

WEIGHTING BY COSINESQUARED PLUS PEDESTAL

PULSE WIDTH TO 3-dB POINTS

PEAK SIDELOBE LEVEL (decibels)
<«)

DOLPHCHEBYSHEV

COSINE-SQUARED
PLUS PEDESTAL
TAYLOR (n=8)

S/N LOSS (decibels)

PEAK SIDELOBE LEVEL (decibels)
0)

COSINE-SQUARED.
PLUS PEDESTAL
TAYLOR (Pi= 8)

PEAK SIDELOBE LEVEL (decibels)
(c)

FIG. 10.16 (a) Taper coefficient and pedestal height versus peak sidelobe level, (b) Compressed-pulse width versus peak sidelobe level, (c)
SNR loss versus peak sidelobe level.

TABLE 10.9 Taylor Coefficients Fm*
Design
sidelobe
ratio, dB

-30

-35

-40

-40

-45

-45

-50

n

4

5

8

10

10

Main lobe
width,
-3dB

'

8

1.13/5

1.19/5

1.25/5

1.25/5

1.31/5

1.31/5

1.36/5

F1
F2
F,
F4
F5
F6
F7
F,
F9

0.292656
-0.157838(-1)
0.218104(-2)

0.344350
-0.151949(-1)
0.427831(-2)
-0.734551(-3)

0.389116
-0.945245(-2)
0.488172(-2)
-0.161019(-2)
0.347037(-3)

0.387560
-0.954603(-2)
0.470359(-2)
-0.135350(-2)
0.332979(-4)
0.357716(-3)
-0.290474(-3)

*F0 = 1; F_m = Fm;floatingdecimal notation: -0.945245(-2) = -0.00945245.

0.428251
0.208399(-3)
0.427022(-2)
-0.193234(-2)
0.740559(-3)
-0.198534(-3)
0.339759(-5)

0.426796
-0.682067(-4)
0.420099(-2)
-0.179997(-2)
0.569438(-3)
0.380378(-5)
-0.224597(-3)
0.246265(-3)
-0.153486(-3)

0.462719
0.126816(-1)
0.302744(-2)
-0.178566(-2)
0.884107(-3)
-0.382432(-3)
0.121447(-3)
-0.417574(-5)
-0.249574(-4)

DOPPLER SHIFT

SIDELOBE LEVEL (decibels)

frequency. As the time-bandwidth
product is increased, the model rectangular spectrum with parabolic
phase is approached, and the sidelobe
level in the absence of doppler shift
approaches -40 dB. Unless SAW
compression networks that compensate for the nonideal spectrum are
employed, equalization techniques
described later in this section are
needed when sidelobe levels lower
than about -30 dB are required. In
Fig. 10.18 the loss in signal-to-noise
ratio is plotted as a function of
doppler shift. To obtain the total SNR
loss with respect to that achieved
with matched-filter reception, it is
necessary to add 1.15 dB (see Fig.
10.16c for Taylor weighting) to the
loss of Fig. 10.18.

DOPPLER

SHIFT

FIG.
10.17 Peak sidelobe
doppler shift for linear FM.

versus

SHIFT

S/N LOSS (db)

DOPPLER

level

FIG. 10.18 Loss in signal-to-noise ratio versus doppler shift for linear FM.

Discrete Time Weighting2. A
stepped-amplitude function for the
reduction of doppler sidelobes is
shown in Fig. 10.19. It is symmetrical
about the origin, with N denoting the
number of steps on each side. Table
10.10
lists stepped-amplitude functions optimized to yield minimum
peak sidelobes for N = 2, 3, 4, and 5.
N = I , corresponding to the rectangular time envelope, is included for
comparison. For N = 2, 3, and 4, the
list corresponds very closely to
stepped-antenna-aperture
distributions49optimized by the criterion of
maximizing the percentage energy
included between the first nulls of the
antenna radiation pattern.
Amplitude and Phase Distortion. The
ideal compressed pulse has an amplitude
spectrum that exactly matches the frequency-weighting function chosen to
meet time-sidelobe requirements. Its
phase spectrum is linear, corresponding
to constant group delay over the band.
Amplitude and phase distortion represent
a departure of the actual spectrum from
this ideal. All radar components are
potential sources of distortion which can

TABLE 10.10 Optimum Stepped-Amplitude Time-Weighting Functions
Peak Main-lobe
sidelobe, width,
-3dB
N
dB
1
2
3
4
5

- 13.2
- 20.9
- 23.7
- 27.6
-29.6

*i

a2

^i
1
0.886/J i
1
1.02/r 0.5 0.5
1
i.o8/r 0.35 0.35 0.30
1
i.i4/r 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
i.i6/r 0.300 0.225 0.235 0.170 0.070 1
«3

«4

*2

«5

*3

b*

0.55
0.625 0.350
0.78 0.56 0.34
0.72 0.54
0.36

b5

0.18

TIME
FIG. 10.19 Stepped-amplitude time weighting.

contribute to cumulative radar system distortion. Distortion degrades system
performance usually by increasing the sidelobe level and, in extreme cases, by
reducing the SNR and increasing the pulse width.
The paired-echo concept is useful in estimating distortion tolerances necessary to achieve a required time-sidelobe level.50 Pair 1 of Table 10.7 shows

FIG. 10.20

PHASE RIPPLE (degrees)

AMPLITUDE RIPPLE (percent)

AMP
PHASE

SIDELOBE LEVEL (decibels)
Distortion tolerances versus time sidelobes.

DISTORTED
COMPRESSED PULSE

INPUT
IF TAPPED DELAY LINE

AMPLITUDE
CONTROLS
(Q0=D

PHASE
CONTROLS
(b0 = 0)
SUMMING BUS
CORRECTED
OUTPUT

FIG. 10.21 Transversal filter.

that an amplitude ripple results in time sidelobes around the compressed
pulse. Pair 8 of Table 10.7 shows that a phase ripple also results in time
sidelobes around the compressed pulse. Figure 10.20 shows the amplitude and
phase tolerances versus sidelobe level. To obtain time sidelobes of 40 dB below the compressed pulse, the amplitude and phase tolerances are 2 percent
and 1.15°, respectively.
Equalization. The transversal filter51'52 is widely used in the equalization
of cumulative amplitude and phase distortion. One version of the transversal
filter is shown in Fig. 10.21. It consists of a wideband, dispersion-free IF
tapped delay line connected through each of its taps to a summing bus by
amplitude and phase controls. The zeroth tap couples the distorted
compressed pulse, unchanged except for delay, to the bus. The other taps
make it possible to "buck out" distortion echoes of arbitrary phase and
amplitude over a compensation interval equal to the total line delay.
Reducing time sidelobes to an acceptable level is in effect synthesizing an
equalizing filter, which makes the spectrum of the output pulse approach
the ideal one described above. Because the transversal filter provides the
means for reducing time sidelobes, it eliminates the need for a separate
weighting filter since frequency weighting (see pairs 3 and 4 of Table 10.7)
can be incorporated in the filter.
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